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Baccarat has a reputation for being played by almost exclusively by high-rollers, players that

donâ€™t mind risking thousands on a single hand, but modern variations have brought Baccarat out

of the VIP room and onto the main floor where more people can get involved. The fact that it gives

players some of the best odds of any game in the casino has drawn in more and more players, but

most people treat the game as little more than a coin flip, not realizing that powerful counting and

betting strategies can push the odds in their favor. HOW TO WIN BIG AT BACCARAT starts with

the basics, breaking down a single hand so that you have a full understanding of every phase of the

game. It then goes on to explain how the different bets differ from each other and the relative house

edge associated with different options. It tells you which bets are the best default options, which

bets can be used under special circumstances to win big, and which sucker bets should be avoided

no matter what.Once you have a firm understanding of how Baccarat is played, HOW TO WIN BIG

AT BACCARAT develops a powerful betting strategy that includes card counting techniques, bet

sequencing, and precise timing to push the odds in your favor, allowing you to make powerful plays

as the game progresses. Finally, HOW TO WIN BIG AT BACCARAT covers the mental side of

Baccarat, teaching you how to develop a calm, disciplined style of play while avoiding the emotional

traps that cause players to throw away their hard earned winnings. HOW TO WIN BIG AT

BACCARAT also provides in-depth coverage of Punto Banco, Chemin de Fer, Baccarat Banque

and the fast-paced variations of the game such as EZ Baccarat Punto 2000. There are even

specialized tactics for tournament play so that you can walk into any casino, join any baccarat table,

and play to win. Additional sections on baccarat etiquette and the history of the game also prepare

you for the social nuances of the game, so that you can play confidently without ever feeling out of

place either at the rough and tumble mini-baccarat tables or past the velvet ropes with tens of

thousands of dollars at stake. Unlike other books on the market, HOW TO WIN BIG AT BACCARAT

treats Baccarat as the serious game that it is, and eschews gimmicky tactics that are easy to learn

for deep strategies that must be learned and practiced â€“ but which give far better results once they

have been mastered. HOW TO WIN BIG AT BACCARAT also provides players with the tools to

evaluate new betting strategies and test new ideas rigorously, so that they are always able to

distinguish new techniques and developments from complicated schemes with little actual

merit.HOW TO WIN BIG AT BACCARAT a literal master-class on playing Baccarat, and it gives

well-sequenced, step-by-step instructions on how to improve your game and learn the various

techniques outlined in the book. As your understanding and appreciation of the game develops,

players will find themselves returning to HOW TO WIN BIG AT BACCARAT to gain further insight



into the principles of the game. Baccarat is a game of slim margins and careful play, and it takes a

clear mind along with the right set of tools if you want to win. Whether you want to play a few hands

at the local casino or take on the world famous Tournoi de Chemin de Fer, HOW TO WIN BIG AT

BACCARAT will give you all the skills you need to make money playing Baccarat.
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More about counting cards which I don't believe would be very reasonable with eight decks. Betting

system is good. Started using it and increased my winnings.

One of the best books on Baccarat I have read! Baccarat is the only casino game I play and I

decided to write a book about the game, after completing my manuscript, I picked up some other

books on the game written by different authors to compare notes. John's book does an excellent job

of outlining various different concepts. While his methods are different from mine, his focus on the

concept of "meta games" was really good because it is a very important aspect of long term play I



call this "The Long Game" in my book. He also gives good attention to various other aspects of the

game which is refreshing. I would highly recommend this book to new players.

Beginners book which is not needed with today World Wide Web.

Better than most.
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